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About Identifying Long Vowels (Combinations) Long-vowel sounds are

frequently spelled with two-letter combinations (rain, pie, low). Initially, it is

important that children learn to identify the long-vowel sound when the word is

spoken. The process of learning to decode and spell words with two-letter vowel

spellings will extend over a period of time.

Use the activities in this packet and in the software to provide practice in the

identification of long-vowel sounds (in words with two-letter vowel spellings). 

Packet 10 Objective: Identify long-vowel sounds (ai/ay, ea/ee, ie, oa/ow) in words

and in picture names.

Class Activity: To the Beach

Materials: Vowel Game Board (1 per group of 2–3), dice (1 per group of 2–3), plastic chips

(assorted colors, 1 per child)

Outcome: Distinguish between long-vowel sounds and short-vowel sounds.

1. Review the vowel sounds. 

• What is the short-vowel (long-vowel) sound for a (e, i, o, u)? 

• How can you remember the long-vowel sounds? (They match the vowel names.)

2. Give each group of 2–3 children a Vowel Game Board, a die, and plastic chips (to use

as game markers). Explain the rules for To the Beach:

• Roll the die and move your marker that many spaces. 

• Name the picture. If it is a long-vowel word, roll and move again. 

(There is a limit of two rolls per turn.)

• Continue until all players arrive at the beach (the last square).

3. On subsequent games, players should try to identify the vowel spelling in the long-vowel

words (ai, ay, ea, er, ie, oa, or ow).

Worksheet: Twinkle Twinkle 

Materials: Twinkle Twinkle worksheet (1 per child), crayons 

Outcome: Identify matching long-vowel sounds. 

Distribute the worksheet and read the directions aloud. If the two long-vowel sounds are

not alike, the stars should be left uncolored.

Extra Help: Explain that each long-vowel sound has several different spellings. Remind

children to listen for the long-vowel sounds (not compare spellings) when they do the

worksheet.

Going Further: Have children work individually or in pairs to name the long-vowel sounds on

the worksheet and circle the letter combinations that spell these sounds.

Long Vowel–Combinations
Packet 10
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Vowel Game Board
Class Activity: To the Beach

hump peach haymail vest

wheel gray piekick stick coat

seed leash slowglass wheat egg

beach train bagxray sweep bowl

bee

braid

snail
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Twinkle Twinkle
Worksheet

Say the words. Listen to the vowel sound. 

If the long-vowel sound matches, color the two stars to match.

chain

meat

cheese

tray

tie

goat

sleep

bow


